Ski Tour in IRAN

The vacation you've always dreamed of it, To be close to nature, forget all about your
daily worries and just enjoy life!. Situated in the heart of Iran, only 3 hours drive from
Tehran, this charming setting is perfect for families and those who prefer less
commercialized places but want everything at their doorstep.
Dizin Ski Resort is situated on the northern mountains of Tehran The lowest point of the
region is 2650 m and the highest point is 3600 meters above sea level. Low traffic and
surrounded my majestic mountains this area is excellent for a real getaway. There are 16
ski resorts in Iran, which Dizin is the most famous one. there is a wide variety of terrain,
for many ski runs with max, 850 meters vertical drop. There is something for everyone,
from long rolling cruising runs to wide bowls or narrow chutes. Dizin winter & summer
international ski resort is located in North west of Tehran. where can offer you & your
family a variety of sports activities to enjoy your short break fully Following facilities are
available in Dizin such as hotel restaurant, ski school, tennis & volleyball courts, children
playground & summer grass skiing . Skiing facilities are available in the resort for hire;
therefore you do not need to bring your gears. On site the ski school uses the international
teaching method, which makes your learning more enjoyable. Ski school office located at
the bottom near Darren gondola.Wide slopes are ideal for beginners, families and
intermediates. For the experts there are black run treats and exciting, splendid off-piste
opportunities. You can also ski all the way back to the village and to your hotel.
Dizin Ski Resort :
The Dizin ski complex is the first ski and winter sport resort in Iran which has been
officially recognized and granted by the International Ski Federation for its capability in
administrating official and international competitions.

Location: Dizin is situated on the north mountains of Tehran at Gajereh region which is
123 km by Chaloos and 71 km by Shemshak roads. As the usual route to Dizin is Chaloos
you should at least consider 3.5 hours to reach Dizin ski resort in the winter. The lowest
point of the region is 2650 m and the highest point is 3600 meters above sea level.
Proper time for skiing: 22 Nov- 15 Mar.
Ski facilities: This ski resort includes three cable cars, two ski lifts, seven dish teleskis
and one hammer teleski.
Hotels and cottage: There are two hotels and 19 cottages. The Dizin hotels located at the
base of the mountain combine cuisine combination of exceptional style, sumptuous
cuisine and unfailing personal attention. Each hotel and chalet has been creatively
designed and situated to focus your attention on the spectacular surrounding vista and to
provide a complementary addition to the landscape.

Restaurants: There are two restaurants in Dizin, Chalet restaurant located at the top of
the Chalet gondola at 3000 meters. Chaman restaurant located at the top of Chaman chair
lift. Hotel Dizin restaurant located of the bottom of the mountain by Chalet gondola area
at 2700 meters close to Dizin hotel.

SKI PACKAGE
Day 01:
Tehran/Dizin
Arrival Tehran, meet and Assist, Transfer to the Hotel in Dizin (please arrange to
reach Tehran till 13.00 pm so we can transfer you directly to Dizin otherwise you
must accommodate in Tehran) O/N.
Day 02:
Dizin
Full day ski in Dizin on your own .O/N Dizin
Day 03:
Dizin
Full day skiing in Dizin on your own. O/N Dizin.
Day 04:
Dizin /Tehran
Half day ski, after lunch, drive back Tehran directly transfer to the airport for
departure.
Our Services include:
* 3 Nights Accommodation in 4* hotels Dizin with Breakfast
* English speaking driver guide in transfers
* All transportations & Transfers
* Visa (Invitation letter)
Excludes:









international Flight Ticket
Ski Equipment
Health Insurance
Meals
Telecabin Ticket
Fee for issuing visa in embassy
Extra service that doesn’t mention in above
Accommodation in Tehran will be added to the package if needed.

The cars for transportation of different groups are as follow:




1-2 Pax: Peugeot
3-6 Pax: Mini Van up to 9 seats
7-10 Pax: Mini bus up to 14 seats

WHAT TO TAKE
Equipment: To maximize your enjoyment and performance during your trip, we
recommend you bring your own equipment and especially your own ski boots. If you
are unable to bring your own equipment, however, we have ski equipment available
for rent for around $25 to $35.00 per day and cheaper for more than 2 days .
What to bring: Many of our trips require us to move our base several times, so we
recommend that you pack as lightly as possible. There will not always be someone
available to help you carry your bags so you should only bring as much as you can
carry on your own.
We suggest that you bring the following items:
Clothing & Equipment
» skis & bindings
» ski boots
» ski poles
» ski pants and warm jacket
» gloves, goggles & warm hat
» helmet
» casual winter clothes – jeans, pants, warm sweaters etc
» sunscreen
Documents & Money
» passport (with photocopies)
» travel insurance (with photocopies)
» airline tickets (with photocopies)
» Money in cash as we don’t accept in Iran Credit and/or debit card and/or travelers
cheques (you can change your money at airport before transfer to Dizin)
Spending Money
» Meals: Breakfast Included in hotel accommodation for
Lunch & Dinner - US$ 10 -US$15, our estimations depend on whether you want to
eat in very simple restaurants or in more expensive ones in hotel.
» Other expenses - Aside from meals, there are no required additional expenses for
this trip, but you might like to take spending money for such things as souvenir
shopping and cafes.
» Tipping - It is customary to provide a small tip in restaurants (3% is more than
sufficient).
Click http://www.snow-forecast.com/resorts/Dizin.shtml to See the weather
forecasting in Dizin before your trip to Iran.
Notice: In case of any decay in weather condition in Dizin ski resort which concludes
to the recessional of the ski resort or cable car, or earlier return than the initial
program, the extra charges of hotel in Tehran or any extra transfers should be paid
by the tourists.

Group Travel
There's nothing better than having a ski or boarding holiday as a group. Whatever
your size of group we have the solution for you. We organize a variety of packages
for groups of between 10 to 50 people, covering all budgets and ranging from day
return trips, weekends away or 1-2 week stays.
Please feel free to contact us to make the perfect tailor-made trip for your group.
We give you equipped chalets with cheap price to enjoy ski in IRAN.

